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1) Flowdown of LSST science goals to                         
LSST system requirements

2) SRD specifications for cadence
3) Cadence “conservation laws”
4) Hierarchy of survey complexity
5) Current baseline cadence 
6) Progress towards survey goals
7) Baseline cadence optimization !!
 

The main goal: to review most important cadence 
constraints set by the Science Requirements 
Document, and to introduce and illustrate a few 
optimization goals and current “baseline cadence” 
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1. Flowdown of Science Goals to System 
Requirements
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System
!
Atmosphere
(transmission,refraction, 
seeing, sky background)
!
Telescope (collecting area, 
mirror reflectivity, slew and 
settle time, contribution to 
seeing, scattered light, FOV)
!
Camera (CCD QE curve, 
optical transmissions and 
reflections, charge 
diffusion, readout noise, 
crosstalk, filters)
!
Data processing (data 
throughput, algorithmic 
errors, speed, bugs)

Science
!
Dark matter, dark 
energy, cosmology 
(spatial distribution of 
galaxies, gravitational 
lensing, supernovae)
!
Time domain (cosmic 
explosions, variable stars)
!
The Solar System
structure (asteroids)
!
The Milky Way structure 
(stars, ISM)

Any given science program drives 
numerous system parameters
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1. Flowdown of Science Goals to System 
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System
!
Atmosphere
(transmission,refraction, 
seeing, sky background)
!
Telescope (collecting area, 
mirror reflectivity, slew and 
settle time, contribution to 
seeing, scattered light, FOV)
!
Camera (CCD QE curve, 
optical transmissions and 
reflections, charge 
diffusion, readout noise, 
crosstalk, filters)
!
Data processing (data 
throughput, algorithmic 
errors, speed, bugs)

Science
!
Dark matter, dark 
energy, cosmology 
(spatial distribution of 
galaxies, gravitational 
lensing, supernovae)
!
Time domain (cosmic 
explosions, variable stars)
!
The Solar System
structure (asteroids)
!
The Milky Way structure 
(stars, ISM)

Any given system parameter can have 
impact on numerous science programs
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1. Flowdown of Science Goals to System 
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System
!
Atmosphere
(transmission,refraction, 
seeing, sky background)
!
Telescope (collecting area, 
mirror reflectivity, slew and 
settle time, contribution to 
seeing, scattered light, FOV)
!
Camera (CCD QE curve, 
optical transmissions and 
reflections, charge 
diffusion, readout noise, 
crosstalk, filters)
!
Data processing (data 
throughput, algorithmic 
errors, speed, bugs)

Science
!
Dark matter, dark 
energy, cosmology 
(spatial distribution of 
galaxies, gravitational 
lensing, supernovae)
!
Time domain (cosmic 
explosions, variable stars)
!
The Solar System
structure (asteroids)
!
The Milky Way structure 
(stars, ISM)

Data Properties
!
Image Depth
!
Delivered Seeing
!
Number of images
!
Distributions with 
respect to time, 
bandpass and 
observing conditions
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1. Flowdown of Science Goals to System 
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System
!
Atmosphere
(transmission,refraction, 
seeing, sky background)
!
Telescope (collecting area, 
mirror reflectivity, slew and 
settle time, contribution to 
seeing, scattered light, FOV)
!
Camera (CCD QE curve, 
optical transmissions and 
reflections, charge 
diffusion, readout noise, 
crosstalk, filters)
!
Data processing (data 
throughput, algorithmic 
errors, speed, bugs)

Science
!
Dark matter, dark 
energy, cosmology 
(spatial distribution of 
galaxies, gravitational 
lensing, supernovae)
!
Time domain (cosmic 
explosions, variable stars)
!
The Solar System
structure (asteroids)
!
The Milky Way structure 
(stars, ISM)

Data Properties
!
Image Depth
!
Delivered Seeing
!
Number of images
!
Distributions with 
respect to time, 
bandpass and 
observing conditions

Key point:
Science goals and
technical parameters
are connected through,
and communicate via,
data properties

SRD specifies data 
properties needed to 
achieve science goals
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2. Science Requirements Document (SRD)
         Specifications for Cadence
!
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At the highest level, LSST objectives are: 
!
1) Obtain about 2.5 million visits, with 189 CCDs (4k x 4k) in the focal 
plane; this is about *** a billion 16 Megapixel images of the sky ***,                        
with characteristics as specified in the SRD (2 images/visit)
!
2) Calibrate these images (and provide other metadata),                                       
with characteristics as specified in the SRD
!
3) Produce catalogs (“model parameters”) of detected objects (37 billion),
with characteristics as specified in the SRD
!
4) Serve images, catalogs and all other metadata, that is,                         
LSST data products to LSST users and other stakeholders
!
The ultimate deliverable of LSST is not just the telescope, nor the !
camera, but the fully reduced science-ready data as well. !
!
!

  
!
!
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Science Requirements Document (SRD)
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At the highest level, LSST objectives are: 
!
1) Obtain about a billion 16 Megapixel images of the sky,                            
with characteristics as specified in the SRD: 
!

Early cadence studies

Section 3.4 from the SRD “The Full Survey Specifications” is
intentionally vague! 
!
We plan to optimize the ultimate LSST cadence to reflect the 
state of the field at the time of system deployment (but note 
that it is anticipated that the deep-wide-fast aspects of the 
main survey will not change much).  

Section 3.4 from the SRD
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Science Requirements Document (SRD)
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At the highest level, LSST objectives are: 
!
1) Obtain about a billion 16 Megapixel images of the sky,                            
with characteristics as specified in the SRD: 
!
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Science Requirements Document (SRD)
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At the highest level, LSST objectives are: 
!
1) Obtain about a billion 16 Megapixel images of the sky,                            
with characteristics as specified in the SRD: 
!

Note: 824 visits with two 15-sec exposures is 6.9 hours (~1 night/field).
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• Photometric redshifts: random errors smaller         
than 0.02, bias below 0.003, fewer than 10% >3σ outliers                   

• These photo-z requirements are one of the primary 
drivers for the photometric depth and accuracy of the 
main LSST survey (and the definition of filter complement)

Photo-z requirements 
correspond to r~27.5 with 
the following per band 
time allocations:	


u:  8%;  g: 10%	


r: 22%;  i: 22% 	


z: 19%;  y: 19%	


Consistent with other 
science themes (stars)
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Science Requirements Document (SRD)
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At the highest level, LSST objectives are: 
!
1) Obtain about a billion 16 Megapixel images of the sky,                            
with characteristics as specified in the SRD: 
! intentionally vague!
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How can we optimize the main deployment parameters: 
exposure time per visit, tvis, single-visit depth, m5, the mean 
revisit time, nrevisit, and the number of visits, Nvis? 

3. Cadence “conservation laws”
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How can we optimize the main deployment parameters: 
exposure time per visit, tvis, single-visit depth, m5, the mean 
revisit time, nrevisit, and the number of visits, Nvis? 

While each of these four parameters has its own drivers, 	

they are not independent (scaled to nominal LSST): 	

           m5 = 24.7+1.25*log(tvis / 30 sec)!
      nrevisit = 3 days * (tvis / 30 sec)!
         Nvis = 1000 * (30 sec / tvis) * (T / 10 years)

How to allocate the total observing time per position of ~7 hours	

to ugrizy, and how do we split allocations into individual visits?	

 

3. Cadence “conservation laws”
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How can we optimize the main deployment parameters: 
exposure time per visit, tvis, single-visit depth, m5, the mean 
revisit time, nrevisit, and the number of visits, Nvis? 

While each of these four parameters has its own drivers, 	

they are not independent (scaled to nominal LSST): 	

           m5 = 24.7+1.25*log(tvis / 30 sec)!
      nrevisit = 3 days * (tvis / 30 sec)!
         Nvis = 1000 * (30 sec / tvis) * (T / 10 years)

3. Cadence “conservation laws”

Direct and indirect constraints on the shortest and longest acceptable 
exposure time per visit span a remarkably narrow range:               
20 sec < tvis < 40 sec for the main survey   tvis = 30 sec as default	

(see section 2.2.2 in the “overview” paper, arXiv:0805.2366) 
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Constraints on exposure time per visit (20-40 sec): 
 Lower limit:  
     surveying efficiency must be high enough 	

            (readout time, slew & settle time)	

     depth per visit must be deep enough  	

            (SNe, RR Lyrae, NEOs) 	

  Upper limit:  
     the mean revisit time cannot be too long	

            (SNe, NEOs)	

     the number of visits must be large enough	

            (light curves, systematics, proper motions)	

     (trailing losses for moving objects)	

!
!
!
!
!

3. Cadence “conservation laws”

There is no fundamental reason why tvis should be exactly the 
same for all visits (i.e. filters, programs, during the survey)!
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3. Cadence “conservation laws”

Direct and indirect constraints on the shortest and longest acceptable 
exposure time per visit span a remarkably narrow range:               
20 sec < tvis < 40 sec for the main survey   tvis = 30 sec as default

However, there may be reasons to depart from texp = 15 sec…

CONCLUSION: 
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4. Hierarchical steps of survey complexity:

1) single band, single program, static science!
!
Goal: maximize the number of detected sources, e.g. 
galaxies.!
!
Unless looking at unusual populations (e.g. low-redshift 
quasars), it is always advantageous to first maximize the !
sky area and *then* depth. !
!
Detailed optimization takes into account airmass effects    
and Galactic plane: about 18,000-20,000 sq.deg. of sky!
!
!
 !
 !
!
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Sky coverage:            
for the main survey, 
maximize the number of 
objects (area vs. airmass 
tradeoff) 
!
X<1.4 corresponds to 
-75o < Dec < +15o
(25,262 sq. deg.)
!
X=2.2 corresponds to 
Dec < +33o, but note that 
the telescope can reach 
Dec = +40o  (X=2.9)

19

*
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4. Hierarchical steps of survey complexity:

1) single band, single program, static science!
!
2) ...but need multi-bandpass data: ugrizy!
!
Goal: apportion time per band so that there is no dominant 
bad band for photometric redshifts of galaxies (it turns out  
it’s ok for stars too)  !



• Photometric redshifts: random errors smaller than 0.02, bias 
below 0.003, fewer than 10% >3σ outliers                   

Galaxies:                                        

• These photo-z requirements are one of the primary drivers for 
the photometric depth and accuracy of the main LSST survey 
(and the definition of filter complement)

Photo-z requirements 
correspond to r~27.5      
with the following per band 
time allocations:	


u:  8%;  g: 10%	


r: 22%;  i: 22% 	


z: 19%;  y: 19%	


Consistent with other science 
themes (stars)
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4. Hierarchical steps of survey complexity:
1) single band, single program, static science!
2) need multi-bandpass data: ugrizy!
 !
3) time domain (temporal sampling function)!
!
Asteroids: (still) believing that two visits per night, about an 
hour apart, are needed to “connect the dots”. !
!
The simplest strategy: roughly uniform coverage, addresses 
range of time scales, from diurnal to secular changes !
!
However: if the sampling doesn’t meet the science-driven 
threshold, then it’s better to cover a smaller active sky area 
more frequently (e.g. supernovae) - "rolling cadence” !
 !
 !
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4. Hierarchical steps of survey complexity: !
1) single band, single program, static science!
2) need multi-bandpass data: ugrizy!
3) time domain !
!
4) not all sky regions were created equal! !
Galactic plane!
LMC/SMC!
northern Ecliptic!
south Galactic pole!
deep drilling (and other special) fields!
!
It’s likely that these regions will need a modified cadence, 
but not clear yet how exactly (depends on fast-evolving 
science drivers and the system performance) !
   !
!
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4. Hierarchical steps of survey complexity:

1) single band, single program, static science!
2) need multi-bandpass data: ugrizy!
3) time domain!
4) not all sky regions were created equal! !
 !
5) evolution over time!
- algorithm optimization, evolving science goals, possibly 

system performance changes!
!
6) systematics !
- field-of-view position (rotator angle),  parallax factor, 

dithering, etc. !
!
!
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Valid for 
baseline 
cadence:
tvis=30 s

25

!
Maximize the number of objects (area vs. airmass)  

 From 
photo-z

5. Current Baseline Cadence 



What is LSST? A uniform sky survey.

• ~90% of time will be spent on a uniform survey: every 3-4 nights, 
the whole observable sky will be scanned twice per night  	


• after 10 years, half of the sky will be imaged about 1000 times (in 
6 bandpasses, ugrizy): a digital color movie of the sky	


• ~100 PB of data: about 2.5 million 3.2 Gpix images (visits), 
enabling measurements for 40 billion objects  

Left: a 10-year simulation of LSST survey: 
the number of visits in the r band (Aitoff 
projection of eq. coordinates) 

LSST in one sentence:                     	

An optical/near-IR survey of half 
the sky in ugrizy bands to r~27.5 
(36 nJy) based on 1000 visits over a 
10-year period: deep wide fast.
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Baseline cadence (OpSim3.61)
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A 10 year simulation: “existence proof” for an LSST survey
Basic characteristics: 
 - observing starts/stops at 12 degree twilight 
 – CTIO 4m weather log as weather model
 - telescope model and scheduled downtime for maintenance
 - u filter in camera ~ 6 days per lunation
 - utilizes 5 science proposals: 
       WideFastDeep: Universal Cadence
       Galactic plane: collect 30 visits in each passband
       North ecliptic: Universal Cadence
       South Pole: collect 30 visits in each filter
       6 “deep drilling” fields for SNe (100-day sequences       

with visits every 5 days in grizy) 
- baseline cadence always uses tvis = 30 seconds! 
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Baseline cadence (OpSim3.61)
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Baseline cadence (OpSim3.61)
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SSTAR report: http://opsimcvs.tuc.noao.edu/runs/
opsim3.61/design/opsim3_61_design.html

The number of visits acquired for each field is plotted in Aitoff projection for each filter. 
All visits acquired by all observing modes are included in this plot. 

http://opsimcvs.tuc.noao.edu/runs/opsim3.61/design/opsim3_61_design.html
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Baseline cadence (OpSim3.61)
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   OpSim3.61 produced 
2.65 million visits. 

!
   The minimum number of 

visits, with a nominal FOV 
fill-f=0.86, to satisfy the 
SRD (including 10% for 
DD) is 2.25 million. 

!
    With the current baseline 

cadence, we have            
a margin of ~18%. 

!
    (not including margins 

from expected depths)
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Baseline cadence (OpSim3.61)
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Median 
5-sigma 
depth (for
all visits)

   OpSim gives variation around the 
nominal depth due to seeing, sky 
brightness, and airmass variations. 

   The nominal value is given as       
input to OpSim (best Cm estimates)
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− The limiting image depth (ability to detect faint sources) includes a 
complex interplay between system capability, system deployment, 
and observing conditions (generalization of “collecting area”)

− Instead of “Collecting Area”, a full expression for 5-σ image depth: 
coupling of atmospheric, system, and deployment parameters: 

             m5 = Cm + 2.5*log[0.7/(θatm2  + θsys2)1/2]  + 
                  + 1.25*log(tvis / 30 sec) + 0.50(msky-21) - km(X-1) 
− here msky is sky brightness, θ is seeing (in arcsec), X is airmass, and      

km is atmospheric extinction coefficient
− the collecting area, the system throughput, and the system noise 

enter only via scaling coefficient Cm  (more details in LSE-40)
− N.B. we can increase tvis to go deeper, but then we get fewer visits. 
− given the difference between Cm and its nominal value, and all other 

parameters at their nominal values, then an “effective open-shutter 
time” metric is

         log(f2) = 0.8*(m5 - m5nominal)
− excellent high-level metric for engineering and science tradeoffs 

*

The limiting image depth (for point sources)

- caveat: Cm for the u band depends a bit on tvis (readout noise)
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Main performance metrics as functions of time (t):
Co-added survey depth:   
        m5(t) = m5Final +1.25*log(t / 10 yr)
Photometric errors at i=25 (4 billion galaxy sample):   
        σph(t) = 0.04 mag * (t / 10 yr)(-1/2) 
Trigonometric parallax errors at r=24: 
        σπ(t) = 3.0 mas * (t / 10 yr)(-1/2)

Proper motion errors at r=24: 
        σμ(t) = 1.0 mas/yr * (t / 10 yr)(-3/2)

DETF FOM (FOMFinal ~750):  
        FOM(t) = FOMFinal * (t / 10 yr)
NEO (140m) completeness (tNEO~4 yrs; CNEO~93%):  
        C(t) = CNEO* (1-exp[-(t / tNEO)(3/4)])
And many other (e.g., the faint limit for period recovery of short-period 
variables, KBO and main-belt asteroid completeness )... 
LSST design and performance analysis is based on sophisticated simulations 
but these scaling laws and resulting trade-offs offer basis for quick and 
robust multi-dimensional trade analysis of various “what if” scenarios.

6. Progress towards survey goals
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Performance as a function of survey duration
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While unprecedented science outcome will definitely be possible even with a 
first few years of LSST data, the complete planned and designed for science 
deliverables will require 10-years of data, with a tolerance of at most about 
1-2 years. 

Between years 1 and 10: 1.2 mag deeper, 30x better proper motions
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Drivers for baseline cadence modifications:  
- improved knowledge of the system (now due to simulations, 

eventually due to performance measurements)
- changing science landscape on timescales of a few years 
- unscheduled technical delays or substandard performance   

(e.g. broken filter, dead CCD, extra noise)
- even 10% improvement in surveying efficiency would be 

significant accomplishment (c.f. entire DD observing time)

7. Continuing Baseline cadence optimization
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Potential optimization directions:  
- minimizing the impact of read-out noise (mostly in u band) 
- optimizing sky coverage (Galactic plane, south celestial pole, 

LMC/SMC, Ecliptic)
- temporal sampling (SNe, variable stars, asteroids)
- interplay between sky coverage and temporal sampling
- deep drilling fields
- dynamic cadence (in response to expected SNR)
- evolving cadence (in response to science drivers) 

7. Continuing Baseline cadence optimization
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Summary 

!
The most important conclusion of the preliminary cadence 
explorations is that the upper limit on possible efficiency 
improvements for baseline cadence is not larger than 10% and 
probably close to 6%. This conclusion is by and large based on the 
fact that the mean slew time for (candidate) baseline cadence is 7.0 
sec, and thus only slightly larger than the design specifications for 
the system slew and settle time of 5 sec. But 6% of LSST is a lot!
!
Nevertheless, it is likely that the performance for time-domain 
science can be significantly improved (e.g. rolling cadence for  
SNe survey). Key questions: 
1) what exactly do we want to do?
2) can the current scheduler algorithms support it? 
!
!
!

!
There are some “conservation laws” set by the integrated etendue.
!


